Revealing looping organization of mammalian photoreceptor genes using chromosome conformation capture (3C) assays.
Chromosome conformation capture (3C) is a biochemical assay to reveal higher order chromosomal organizations mediated by physical contact between discrete DNA segments in vivo. Chromosomal organizations are involved in transcriptional regulation of a number of genes in various cell types. We have adapted 3C for analyzing the intrachromosomal looping organization of rod and cone photoreceptor genes in the mammalian retina. Here, we describe a detailed protocol for 3C assays on whole mouse retinas. Using the M-cone opsin gene as an example, we demonstrate how to genetically distinguish 3C signals from cones versus rods in retinal 3C assays. We also describe the challenges and key points of 3C design and performance as well as appropriate controls and result interpretations.